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OceanManager introduces SeaRM360.
The world moves fast, and shipping is no different. Being able to pivot
and respond to changing market conditions is how a company gains a
competitive edge. Pivoting is impossible if you are not aware that the
business environment is changing. SeaRM360 is OceanManager’s
analytics suite designed to provide top management an integrated view
of their entire fleet through our Business Intelligence platform BIOME,
vessel tracking module VesTrak and vessel information manager
VesRIM.

BIOME

VesTrak

Our flagship analytics and Big Data
platform. BIOME integrates data
from all sources that generate
data related to a fleet and presents
them with simple analytics and
Key Performance Indicators. Get a
high level overview of your fleet’s
performance, or drill down into one
particular statistic to get detailed
reports.

Our state of the art vessel tracking
software that provides location
based decision support for fleet
management. Know at a glance where
every vessel of your fleet is, where
they are going, what they weather
is like on the route and be able to
respond in real time to changing
conditions at sea.

VesRIM
The smart vessel information manager
that fits in the palm of your hand.
VesRIM collects all vessel information
and relationships, including vessel
particulars, location, related contacts,
and analytics, and presents them in a
simple to use app.

OceanManager is a maritime software solutions company, established over 10 years ago in California, USA
providing Fleet Management and Operational Intelligence software products, along with other bespoke services
for Technical Management, that help Ship Owners and Managers operate their vessels more safely and efficiently.
Our software is currently in use on approximately 1200 vessels worldwide.
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